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My dear brothers & sisters, I am making a very important request to you all to

please read this message thoroughly till the end.

The 2022 census is going to be completed very shortly & people in charge of the

census will meet you soon for this purpose..

2.

During the data collection on the languages you know, please declare Sanskrit as one of the languages you know. Even if

we cannot speak sanskrit fluently, all of us use Sanskrit for chanting of shloks, pujas & rituals.

Lol

3.

In last census the number of people who knew Sanskrit were only two thousand, where as Arabic & Parsi speaking people

were more in number . Therefore the government allocated more funds for the development of these languages.

4.

If Sanskrit is not widely spoken, it will be declared as an extinct language & due to this the publication of our age old

religious books, Vedas & Puranas in sanskrit will be stopped. Sanskrit is one of the oldest & most beautiful languages of

"Bharat".

5.

It is the mother of many languages in the world. So it is our moral duty to keep this language alive & ensure that we don't

lose Sanskrit as a language for ever. Only our awakened attempt can save Sanskrit.

6.

It is still not too late & we all must try to learn sanskrit & keep it alive for our next generation.

If you agree, please do the needful at the earliest & share this message with your friends, relatives, near & dear ones. Thank

you all.

#Sanskrit #savesanatan
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